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An Adventure to Freedom:  
Vector by Nekki

Vector is an exciting, arcade-style game featuring the player as an  
exceptional free runner who won’t be held down by the system.  Using 
extraordinary techniques based on the urban ninja sport of Parkour,  
players aim to break fee all while being chased by “Big Brother,” whose 
sole purpose is recapture.  Sophisticated level designs guarantee that 
even the most demanding players will enjoy fast-paced puzzles and  
on-going challenges.

Intuitive, Interactive Gameplay Now on Android* 
  
With Vector, Android* users face over 40 challenging levels in a game that 
is quick to learn, but difficult to master.  The Parkour-inspired moves made 
possible by Nekki’s Cascadeur animation tools are astoundingly lifelike on 
the high-resolution Android* screens.  Navigating the way to freedom is 
made easier and more precise thanks to the screens’ high sensitivity for 
players. 

Now Optimized for Intel® Atom™ Processor-Based Tablets for Android*
 
The development team at Nekki has collaborated with Intel® to optimize its Parkour-inspired game Vector for Android* 
tablets powered by Intel® Atom™ Processors.  Users of this device can now strive to escape a totalitarian world by 
running, vaulting, sliding, and climbing their way to freedom.
 

Features of Vector for  
Android* Tablets Powered 
by Intel® Atom™ Processors  

  • 40+ challenging levels
  • Quick to learn, challenging to 
     master fun
  • Parkour-inspired moves 
     enabled by Cascadeur 
     animation tools
  • Arcade-style gameplay
  • Intuitive controls cover players 
     of all skill levels



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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A Fast-Paced Escape, Anytime on Android* Tablets Powered by Intel® Atom™ Processors 

The optimization of the Vector app for Android* devices brings this enthralling game of chase to life for players.   
They can enjoy vivid arcade-style fun as they try to break free in an action-packed game.  Users of the device can  
appreciate this enhanced version on the perfect platform, and access it for play anytime they’re looking for an escape.

Vector’s full version is available for immediate download at:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.nekki.vector.paid


